Line 4:
Wuhan Garden Expo.
Wuhan natural museum is located in wuhan city park expo garden, jingshan mountains in the
north, the south ChuShui, by "wuhan museum of nature, belin river life pavilion pavilion, the
Yangtze river civilization, and 213.7 hectares of natural landscape of wuhan garden show park
three parts to form", fill in the wuhan, there is no natural museum and the museum of industry in
our country a showcase the blank in the river valley civilization.

The wuhan museum of natural history, beilin dahe life museum has a building area of 29,000
square meters and an exhibition area of 18,000 square meters, with more than 3,000 specimens on
display. The theme of the exhibition is "the song of life in the journey of a big river", including
"the vicissitudes of a big river", "the soul of a big river", "meditation on a big river", "exploring
the mysteries of a big river" and "science popularization space". Five viewing axes and 12 fine
exhibition areas will create an "immersive" viewing experience for visitors, and create a journey
of seeing, hearing, touching, tasting and smelling.
Features a museum that travels around the world
Here, you can see the ten treasures of the pavilion: China's large dragon footprint fossil wall;
Silicified wood on display at the Chinese museum; The fossilized skeleton of megaloceros that
was mounted in China has been restored. A tiger cat that looks more like a tiger than a tiger;
Arctic puffin known as "sea clown"; Large carnivorous marsupials - tasmanian devils; A white
lion who is not good at camouflage; Huge elephants -- African savannah elephants; West African

lowland gorilla; Critically endangered indochinese tiger.
Features two immersive museums
The era of looking at specimens through glass and exhibition cabinets has passed. Rare
collections "jump" out of the glass window, and the convention of holding exhibitions with
visitors at zero distance has been realized. Among all the exhibits, the "true spirit of the great
rivers" is fully reflected in this aspect. The "true spirit of the great rivers" tells the story of how
the world's top ten rivers gave birth to life and how biological populations spread, migrated and
communicated, presenting a series of wonderful stories. The exhibition area mainly displays the
biodiversity of the world's representative rivers.
Features three leading science and technology museums
It's hard to tell if you're traveling or visiting a smart museum. The most intimate design is
that, in addition to the screen explanation, there are fossil templates placed here for you to teach
children on the spot! There was a sudden restlessness over the lifelike exhibits! High-tech will be
the natural evolution of the process of complete in front of you. The journey of seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling and smelling all the senses opens up an unprecedented immersive viewing
experience.
A museum featuring four 4D experiences
Another surprise of wuhan nature museum is watching 4D movies. "Panda rolling -searching for a new home" tells a variety of thrilling stories about pandas and their partner, little
panda, on their journey to find a new bamboo forest. In the legend of the feathered dragon, ying
yu, the leader of the feathered tyrannosaurus rex, is selected as the protagonist, with the family
fate and natural disasters as the story line. "Bacterium big fight" in leading role a li is the leader of
vanguard of leucocyte, ferial with shu Lin, giant the other leucocyte member such as young
division of labor collaboration, clear the harmful bacterium that invasions human body. There is
also the wonderful Yangtze river civilization hall experience hall "fantasy Yangtze river" dark
ride experience show, will bring you thrilling and exciting cultural experience, let you experience
the grand beauty of the Yangtze river valley 360 degrees and the birth of civilization 30 degrees
north latitude, give you and your family and friends leave a general happy memories!

China international garden expo was founded in 1997 as an international grand gathering

with high level, large scale and far-reaching influence in China.
With the theme of "ecological garden and green life", and relying on wuhan's rich cultural
resources, the 10th international garden expo will "highlight the charm of the city and enhance the
integration of the city".

